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This content is imported from Instagram. You can find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on your website. When most people have a passion for traveling, they slap money down on a plane ticket. But for Patrick Schmidt, his new adventure
will require a lot more homework. The California native bought a 1990 school bus from the church for $4,500 in March this year. He then spent several months and another $8,500 to turn the Big Blue into a one-of-a-kind RV suitable for adults. Schmidt, with the help of his father, gutted the
bus to install basics like electricity, heat and water - and he got rid of those sticky black floors (painted dripping thousands of boxes of juice, we're sure). This content is imported from Instagram. You can find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information
on your website. After the preparatory work, the duo wore a narrow interior with custom furniture. The tiny kitchen and corner are tucked away in the front, and the bedroom and bathroom fill the back, but the star of the show is a rooftop deck prepared for clear nights out. This content is
imported from Instagram. You can find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on your website. This content is imported from Instagram. You can find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on your
website. After getting the Big Blue Road ready, Schmidt drove the car nearly 10,000 miles and across 30 states en route from California to Florida. His next adventure? Another trip through Vegas on the way to Seattle. This content is imported from Instagram. You can find the same content
in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on your website. This content is imported from Instagram. You can find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on your website. This content is created and supported by a third
party and is imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on the piano.io yellow school bus is an iconic feature of the American streetscape- their crashing presence through signal areas in late
summer and early new school year for children. But as nostalgic-inducing as they are, yellow school buses are not exempt from the wave of disruption to sweeping transit in the U.S. Ride Hail Company Via licenses its technology to the New York Department of Education in an effort to
modernize the city's entire school bus system. Through partnerships, school buses will be able to adapt routes faster to meet children's needs, and the technical platform will provide GPS and real-time updates for parents and students as they navigate school transit, says Via Via and CEO
Daniel Ramot.Instead offering mostly personal rides like Uber and Lyft, Via is built on a model of combining what he says sits between private car rides and public transportation. When a passenger requests a trip via the Via app, the algorithm matches other passengers in the area who are
all traveling in the same common location (or at least in the same direction). He then designs the most efficient route for one vehicle to pick them all up and deliver them. In a way, that's what school buses are trying to do. School districts operate a number of buses that both pick up the kids
and bring them to school in the morning and then change course to bring them home in the afternoon. Determining the best routes for buses, however, is a complex and ever-changing problem. In order for the school bus system to work, it is necessary to understand how many stops the bus
should make, where these stops should be and how many children can get to one stop. All routes should be optimized to avoid layoffs, and ensuring that every child who needs a trip can get one. But as children move to and from school districts and as the population of people who rely on
yellow buses change every year, it's hard for neighborhoods to keep up with changing demands. That leads to a fight as those New York city has been struggling with. Last year, the bus network of the public school system, which serves 150,000 students, received at least 130,000 calls in
September alone. Concerns were focused on punctuality and bus capacity, and in some cases when buses did not even appear. The Nyc Department of Education operates about 9,000 bus routes. To determine these routes, Ramot says the Ministry of Electronic Betting now relies on a
database of addresses for students and schools, which is powered by a decade-long program that the team uses to manually identify routes. This system makes it impossible for the school district to quickly adapt to change, such as when a student moves (a fairly common phenomenon in
New York City, where one out of every 10 public schoolchildren lives in temporary housing as a homeless shelter). There's also no way for students and parents to track the location of buses in real time. In response, local legislators passed a number of laws that were supposed to
modernize the bus system to become more responsive. That's where the partnership with Via comes in. New York school district to access Via algorithm to help optimize bus city on a daily basis. The algorithm will help bus drivers respond to conditions such as roadworks, traffic and uneven
weather, which can lead to delays. And because the information will run through the Via technology platform, parents and students will be able to track their bus's location in real time, ask questions, and receive updates through the app. Most Of the Ramot says the Via algorithm will
integrate directly with the DOE student address database (and students can also log a change of address directly into the app or web portal). This will allow buses to adapt to meet the needs quite a lot overnight, says Ramot. A lot can change day by day, and if you're trying to do it manually,
it's a huge problem. Having student location data, as well as traffic information and road closures, should make it more responsive, he adds. At the same time, Via must be confident to protect a student's address and location data, or the privacy of the problem of providing this information to
a technology company may outweigh the potential benefits of planning. According to Via, the partnership with NYC DOE will be the first automated school bus routing and communication efforts of its kind. But if it proves successful (Via is optimistic it will increase efficiency and potentially
save the city some transportation costs), it can probably be adapted to other markets. New York is the largest school district in the U.S., so starting with the coolest challenge, Via aims to establish a clear proof of concept for this new ride-sharing technology app. Displaying 1-20 of Samsara
Samsara's 39 products is a cloud-based fleet management solution that offers features such as GPS tracking, trailer tracking, dashboard camera, routing and dispatching, refrigerated monitoring and more. It is designed to help small and medium-sized fleet businesses... Read moreScientific
Recommendations: 39 RecommendationsVerizon Connect Reveal Verizon Connect Reveal is a cloud-based electronic logging device (ELD) and fleet management platform that provides GPS fleet tracking to help companies get 360 overview of all fleet management operations. High-



resolution cards... Read more: 30 recommendations More Mobiwork MWS Mobiwork MWS is a suite of solutions for field services that includes GPS tracking, inventory management, billing and billing, order management, electronic forms, planning and sending and managing contacts. It
offers cloudy... Read more Recommendations: 19 Recommendations Divides: CloudOn's FleetLocate FleetLocate from Spireon, is a GPS-based fleet tracking software that delivers business intelligence activities with real-time asset monitoring and workforce to timely, informed solutions that
optimize resources,... Read more Send Recommendations: 9 Recommendations More Locus Dispatcher Locus Dispatcher is a fleet management solution that serves medium and large businesses in a variety of industries such as e-commerce, 3PL, home services and Trade. Features
include control of the dispatcher, driver management, maintenance... Read moreResemental Recommendations: 7 Recommendations Divides: CloudOn Room More IntelliShift IntelliShift, VTS division, disrupts the management of a multifunctional fleet with a unified new generation
IntelliShift provides an customized cloud solution tailored to each customer's operational goals. Solutions include... MoreScientific Recommendations: 5 Recommendations Divide: CloudOn Room More EcoTrack Fleet Control EcoTrack Fleet Control is a real-time GPS tracking solution
designed to help service, freight and construction businesses increase route efficiency while reducing costs and maintaining vehicle life. This solution can be used for ... Read more Recommendations: 10 recommendationsRoute4Me Route4Me - this cloud-based fleet management solution
designed for small, medium and large businesses. Key functions include a guide to route planning and routing. This allows users to enter or download customer addresses and plan a route... Read more GPS Insight - GPS Insight fleet helps customers attract their fleet by providing
innovative solutions and action ideas. Organizations across North America turn to GPS Insight when they are tired of the fleet's high operating costs, worried about safety... More, Badger Maps Badger Maps is a field sales management solution that offers planning, routing, and scheduling
features that are integrated into one integrated application. Badger Maps is cloud-based and also offers Android and iOS mobile apps to use... Read more in EROAD EROAD, a cloud-based solution that allows companies to optimize fleet management, tax reporting, maintenance planning,
and more. It helps managers find drivers and assets in different places, record the vehicle ... MoreTowbook Towbook is a cloud-based fleet management solution that helps companies manage consent to towing, roadside assistance, and more through shipping, vehicle seizures, and billing.
Key features include maintenance... Learn more about eWorkOrders eWorkOrders, a cloud-based service management solution with a comprehensive suite of tools for job management, asset management, inventory management, and preventative maintenance. The software solution
provides users with... More Titan GPS GPS is a cloud fleet management solution that helps fleet operators track and manage vehicles, equipment and mobile assets across Canada and the United States. GPS tracking equipment and individual maintenance plans also ... Read moreeSpatial
eSpatial is a cloud-based mapping software that helps you share, visualize, and analyze multiple levels of data, turning spreadsheets into clear maps and graphs. First of all, food For big business, software ... Learn more from GPSWOX tracking the location of vehicles and field workers in
real time. This helps users track location and information such as vehicle speed, fuel consumption and travel history. Users can receive notifications through... MoreVehicle Fleet Manager Fleet Fleet Manager is a fleet management platform that allows users to create maintenance
schedules, track vehicle costs and control fuel fuel The tool can also be installed on site and suitable for a variety of industries... More Divides: CloudOn premiseRASTRAC RASTRAC is a solution for fleet management for light fleets, large trucks, heavy machinery, construction and public
safety. Key features include GPS tracking, asset management and compliance management. Teh... MoreDevelopment: CloudOn premiseEROAD vs. TowbookIntelliShift vs. eWorkOrdersTitan GPS vs. eSpatialSchool bus routing software is an important tool for school transportation
management programs. These systems provide significant accountability and understanding. By monitoring and tracking routes, bus operators can optimize fuel consumption and planning to make sure students get to school on time. Many offers of route planning software are packaged as
part of a broader fleet management tool. These large platforms perform critical off-route tasks, including maintenance management, payroll/accounting, and driver management. We have created this buyer's guide to help you understand the school bus routing software market and identify
the best system for your needs. Here's what we'll cover: What is a school bus routing software? Common Features of School Bus Routing Software Benefits Bus Routing Systems What type of buyer are you? What is school bus routing software? School bus routing software supports bus
schedules and routing decisions. Like most route planning systems, school bus routing software optimizes driver routes to reduce fuel consumption. School systems and/or bus management contractors have two main choices based on the capabilities they need. These two different types of
software include: autonomous bus routing. There are many school bus-specific routing software options. These systems are designed specifically to manage school bus routes and other related functions. While some school bus systems offer other operational functions, their primary
responsibility is to plan delivery and disembarkation routes. Full fleet control kit. Formal fleet management systems are great for supporting school bus management. These systems offer many opportunities outside of route planning such as maintenance management, driver planning, salary
and accounting, and more. Common features of school bus routing software Independent Which route of the software you take, make sure the system you choose offers these basic functions: Planning assigns a schedule set for drivers/buses to ensure accountability and consistency.
Dispatch provides lines of communication between drivers and school administrators where they can discuss any changes to the script, such as unexpected delays or emergencies. Vehicle tracking uses GPS technology so school administrators can always know where the school bus is.
Tracks important information about each vehicle, such as mileage and fuel consumption. Planning and optimizing the route calculates the most efficient route in real time take into account any delays in relation to the drop-off sites. Give the driver directions in the vehicle. The mobile app
helps administrators, contractors, and drivers instantly report important updates through the mobile app. Driver management manages and tracks managers' schedules. Provides a secure communication channel between drivers, dispatchers and back office. The benefits of Bus Routing
Systems School bus routing software offer a number of benefits, including newfound efficiency and improved safety, performance, and transparency. Our research shows that telematics capabilities can bring significant benefits to mobile organizations based in the fleet. GPS tracking
systems track valuable vehicle information. These systems analyze and ile this information, setting performance benchmarks and tracking the achievement of these criteria over time. Proceeds enhance the benefits of GPS-enabled software Operating benefits of routing systems like this for
school/school systems as they do for the nonprofit navy industry. Optimized real-time planning and routing help drivers make up pickup/disembarkation times and safely get students to and from school. And bus drivers spend less time traveling from one stop to another, which means they
will save operating costs in the long run by lowering fuel costs. What type of buyer are you? There are several main types of buyers who want to take school bus routing software. These buyers include: Individual schools, usually private operations, managing their own bus (es). The school
system consists of several schools, the fleet of buses of which is operated by the district or municipality. Management of school buses under contract with municipalities or private schools. These different types of buyers have unique needs based on the nature of their activities. Contract
operations are becoming more and more popular as schools increase outsourcing bus management operations to them. These third-party firms need full software packages (fleet management applications for the entire business). Systems that use these businesses include bus routing,
planning and tracking, and extend to sources and driver management, rating and quote management and vehicle maintenance. The fleet operations operated by schools are more related to opportunities related to route planning, driver communication and GPS tracking. Market trends to
understand, even if you are specifically looking for software to manage school buses, it is important that you what happens in the overall fleet management market. In particular, there are new software features that can reduce operating costs even more: efficiency, sustainability and
environmentally aware logistics of the fleet. As awareness of the environment continues to grow, people are beginning to receive notifications. In terms of school bus management, current and potential faculty and parents parents (and even the students themselves) care more than ever
about the carbon footprint of the school. Your school bus fleet may be one of the most obvious examples of your school's carbon footprint, so using routing software to reduce fuel consumption can have a big impact on environmentally conscious voters. Performance metrics and dashboard
reporting. You will find it difficult to find a fleet management system that does not offer reporting and analytics capabilities. Performance data, such as the average time between delivery/disembarkation sites or arrival times on time, can be analyzed to optimize bus routes and schedules.
These systems can also measure fuel consumption to determine the most cost-effective routes. Mobile devices. All school bus drivers for your fleet must have a mobile device issued to them in case of emergencies. Thus, mobile support is becoming increasingly popular in the larger fleet
management software market. These apps allow drivers to be in constant contact with the dispatcher as well as other drivers. Drivers. chesterfield county school bus routes 2019. chesterfield county summer school bus routes. chesterfield county elementary school bus routes
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